
National Trail From London To The River
Source In Gloucestershire Cicerone: A Scenic
Journey of Discovery
Discovering the natural beauty and rich history of England is often a quest that
sparks wanderlust in the hearts of adventurous souls. A journey along the
National Trail from London to the river source in Gloucestershire, guided by
Cicerone's expertly crafted route, offers an unforgettable experience of
exploration, serenity, and breathtaking landscapes.

The Unveiling of England's Natural Gems

Upon embarking on this remarkable journey, you are transported into a world
brimming with soul-stirring vistas, charming hamlets, and captivating historical
anecdotes. As London's bustling cityscape slowly fades away, the journey reveals
the hidden treasures that lie along the National Trail, waiting to be admired.

The humble path winds its way through picturesque countryside, offering
panoramic views that mesmerize at every turn. The gentle rustling of leaves, the
sweet fragrance of wildflowers, and the melodic chirping of birds lend tranquility
to the journey, rejuvenating both body and soul.
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Along this trail, you will find yourself immersing in the untamed beauty of the
Chilterns, an Area of Outstanding Natural Beauty renowned for its rolling hills,
dense woodlands, and enchanting wildlife. Gaze upon the idyllic villages nestled
within this magnificent landscape and experience the charm that has endured for
centuries.

As you weave further into the heart of England, the landscape transforms into the
majestic Cotswolds. Ancient limestone houses adorned with colorful flowers dot
the horizon, creating a scene straight out of a fairytale. Immerse yourself in the
rich history of these charming villages, where time seems to stand still.

The Historical Tapestry Unravels

While the natural beauty of this trail may take your breath away, its historical
significance is equally captivating. Cicerone's meticulously curated route ensures
you tread upon the footsteps of centuries-old civilizations, unearthing the tales of
the land.

Tracing the path of the Thames, you stumble upon iconic landmarks such as
Windsor Castle, a fortified royal residence that has stood tall for nearly 1,000
years. Allow yourself to be transported back in time as you meander through its
opulent state apartments and beautifully landscaped gardens.

Further along, the trail winds towards the historic town of Oxford. Famous for its
prestigious university, here you can immerse yourself in the architectural
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splendors of ancient colleges, visit grand libraries, and stroll through the charming
streets that have inspired countless scholars throughout history.

Continuing on, you come across the charming town of Burford, where medieval
cottages with sloping roofs line the streets. This idyllic place serves as a gateway
to the Cotswolds, inviting you to explore its wealth of history and immerse
yourself in its enchanting atmosphere.

The Journey Culminates at the River Source in Gloucestershire

After several days of discovering the wonders along this incredible trail, it is time
to reach the grand finale – the river source in Gloucestershire. Hidden amidst the
serene countryside, the source of the Thames announces itself with a humble
trickle of water, gathering strength as it embarks on its long journey towards the
sea.

As you stand by the river's birthplace, take a moment to reflect upon the
significance of this moment. You have traversed the length of one of England's
most iconic rivers, witnessed the natural marvels that adorn its banks, and delved
into the captivating history that has shaped its course.

Cicerone: Your Expert Companion

A journey of this magnitude requires meticulous planning and expert guidance.
This is where Cicerone's unrivaled expertise shines through. With their carefully
designed maps, detailed route descriptions, and invaluable historical and cultural
insights, Cicerone becomes your trusted companion along this unforgettable
adventure.

Whether you are an experienced hiker seeking a new challenge or an avid history
buff yearning to uncover England's hidden stories, Cicerone's National Trail from



London to the river source in Gloucestershire opens the doors to an extraordinary
world waiting to be explored.

So, fuel your wanderlust, don your walking boots, and embark on a journey that
will forever remain etched in your memories. The National Trail from London to
the river source in Gloucestershire is more than a path – it is a gateway to a world
of natural beauty and historical wonders.
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A guidebook to walking the Thames Path, a 180-mile National Trail from the
Thames Barrier to the river's source in near Cirencester, passing from central
London through Windsor, Henley, and Oxford, and rural countryside. Described in
20 sections, of between 4 and 16 miles (6.5-32km), it is an mainly flat route with
good access by public transport and typically takes two weeks to walk. On its way
it passes historic sites such as Greenwich, Kew Gardens, Hampton Court,
Runnymede, Windsor Castle and Oxford.
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This guidebook features complete OS 1:50,000 scale mapping of the route and
comprehensive information about accommodation, facilities, refreshments and
transport links for each stage of the route. It is crammed with fascinating details
about the places and features passed along the way. A separate pocket-sized
map booklet is also included showing the full route on 1:25,000 scale OS maps,
providing all the mapping needed to complete the trail.

The Thames Path is an easy riverside walk that discovers the constantly
changing character of the River Thames.
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